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“The number one criteria for advancement
and promotion for professionals is an ability
to communicate effectively.”

HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW
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Although the calm waters of status quo are
comforting to most individuals, this is a false
sense of security because beyond the horizon
is certainly a storm.

OUTLINE
• Storms of life
– Supply chain (problems with just in time)
– Public health emergency
– Medicare/private insurance/managed care
– Boomers retiring and selling business!
– Turnover, turnover, turnover

• Importance of communication
– Retention
– Business
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HISTORIC WINTER
OUTBREAK
FEBRUARY 11-20, 2021
• The most impactful storm in recent history!
• Lasted almost 8 days and topped the billion
dollar mark
• Surpassed 2017 Hurricane Harvey
• Greatly impacted supply chain

SUPPLY CHAIN DYSRUPTION
• Texas makes up 9% GDP vs
• (Typical state 2% )
• Texas major transportation hub-Mexico &
other states
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STORMS OF LIFE

Sometimes
WE cause
the storm
we are in.

Sometimes
OTHERS
cause the
storm we
are in!

2021
STORMS OF LIFE
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EMPLOYEE TURNOVER
17.54% top level executives
2019 Rate: 21.89%
25.36% HCAs in 2019
2020 rate: 22.18%
36.53 % HCAs in 2020

THE GREAT EXODUS
• BOOMERS (1946-1964)
– Reasons for leaving:
• At risk COVID19
• New video technologies
• Demanding job
responsibilities
• Delayed retirement
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THE GREAT EXODUS
According to the Pew Research Center:
In the third quarter of 2020 of the
pandemic:
Nearly 30 million Boomers
left the job market and
retired

COVID19 heavily
contributed to the
rapid increase of
Boomers being forced
out of the labor market

“THE GREAT
RESIGNATION”
• Anthony Klotz coined this ongoing
phenomenon "The Great Resignation”
• Record number of employees quit in August
2021
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“TURN
OVER
CONTAGION”
Friend is disgruntled
& leaves & leads
to another &other….

Supervisor quits &
those under quit…

SMALL BUSINESS IMPACT
1/3

Small businesses close when owner
retires

60

The average age of small business
owners

40%

Are 65 or older!
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EMPLOYEE
RETENTION

HOW TO PREPARE
FOR THE STORMS
• Communicating a believable message
• Connecting to their hearts and minds
• Developing habits to prevent or reduce
turnover
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“Storms make trees have
deeper roots”
Dolly Parton

Communication is a skill that you can learn.
It’s like riding a bicycle or typing.
If you’re willing to work at it,
you can rapidly improve the quality
of every part of your life.

BRIAN TRACY
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CONVERSATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE
• Conversational intelligence determines the
quality of relationships in our lives, and
whether we feel connected and fulfilled by
them
• Having high conversational intelligence means
you have
– expert people skills
– deep understanding of people

“The #1 criteria for advancement
and promotion for professionals is
an ability to communicate
effectively.”

RALPH G. NICHOLS
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EVERYONE
COMMUNICATES:
FEW CONNECT

CONNECTING SIGNALS
• Connecting requires:
– Extra Effort
– Unsolicited appreciation
– Unguarded openness
– Increased communication
– Enjoyable experiences
– Emotional bondedness synergy
– Unconditional love
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CONNECTORS:
High Achievers
• Care about people as
well as profits
• View subordinates
optimistically
• Seek advice from those
under them
• Are listeners

CONNECTORS:
Average Achievers
FOCUSED

RELUCTANT

LISTEN

status

seek advice
from those
under them

only to
superiors
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CONNECTORS:
Low Achievers
• PREOCCUPIED
– with their own security
• SHOW
– a basic distrust of
subordinates
– didn’t seek advice
• AVOID
– communication
– relied on policy manuals

If you first help people get
what they want, they will
help you get what you want

ZIG ZIGLAR
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TRUST
• Trust is the only game when leading an
organization

SOUTHWEST AIRLINES

April 5, 2020: Unspeakably catastrophic numbers:
“We have no words to describe the damage. How do we recover?”
• Fast tracked a 5-year expansion campaign:
• Added 17 new market destinations
• Deployed grounded crews and planes parked at desert
airfields and dispatched them to new routes
• Took landing slots abandoned by rivals
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CONNECTING TO OTHERS
• Connecting begins when the other person feels
valued.
• People want to know:
– Do you care for me?
– Can you help me?
– Can I trust you?

CONNECTING GOES BEYOND
WORDS
• What we say

Accounts for only 7% of
what is believed

• The way we say
it

Accounts for 38%

• What others see

Accounts for 55%

• Impression we
often convey

90% has nothing to do
with what we actually say
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3 COMPONENTS OF
COMMUNICATION

THOUGHT

EMOTION

ACTION

Something we
know

Something we
feel

Something we
do

There are persons so radiant, so genial, so
kind, so pleasure bearing, that you
instinctively feel good in their presence that
they do you good, whose coming into a room
is like bringing a lamp there.

HENRY WARD BEECHER
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TO CONNECT WITH
PEOPLE VISUALLY
• Expand your range of
expression
• Move with a sense of purpose
• Maintain an open posture

DO’S AND DON’TS VIRTUALLY
Do’s

Don’ts

Wear neutral tones in blues,
greens, and browns

Wear black, white, or bright colors that
may reflect light. Also avoid thin stripes
or busy patterns.

Wear contact lenses instead of
glasses to minimize screen
reflections that may limit eye
contact

Wear a business-like shirt or top with
gym shorts, in case you have to stand up
unexpectedly

Look professional and well
kempt, as always

Wear jewelry that may reflect light or
make noise as you motion
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DO’S AND DON’TS VIRTUALLY
Have water and tissues handy. Warm Wait until the last minute to call and log
up your voice, if needed, and take a few in, as you won’t have time to fix any
deep breaths before you start.
technical problems before start time
Ensure your devices are fully charged
or plugged in to avoid depleting
batteries mid-meeting

Assume clients can’t see or hear what
you’re doing before or after the session
if you’re logged in. Make sure to mute
as necessary and disconnect
afterwards.

Close any applications or files you don’t
intend to display. If you’ll have a
browser open, close any unneeded
tabs.

Let any background noise on your end
go unaddressed. It may not bother you,
but may affect clients with hearing
issues.

COMMUNICATION
EXPERIENCE
• Knowledge
– must be experiential

• Nothing can happen through you until it
happens in you
• Experience
– good teacher
– great persuader
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COMMUNICATION DIFFICULTIES
Email & Text

E-MAIL DIFFICULTIES
Good Subject Lines

Poor Subject Lines
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E-MAIL DIFFICULTIES
• Spell check can
prevent
embarrassing
results!

Imperfect spelling and greeting

E-MAIL DIFFICULTIES
• Long boring
emails
• Do not send a
week’s worth
of
assignments
in one email.
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E-MAIL DIFFICULTIES
• Copying and pasting—attach a document instead
• ALWAYS explain the document attached!

E-MAIL difficulties
• Give ample amount of white space so they
don’t have to squint their eyes.
• If there is a list for things to do, present it in a
list format.
• No long paragraphs.
• Legible font size and color.
• Use bold text for key points.
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E-MAIL difficulties
• Do not use
jargon
language!
• PROOFREAD
your emails

CONNECTING
• If you want to win over another person, first
win their heart and the rest is likely to follow
– People may hear your words, but they feel your
attitude
– People will not always remember what you said
– They will not always remember what you did
– They will always remember how you made them
feel
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CONNECTING ALWAYS
REQUIRES ENERGY

4 UNPARDONABLE SINS OF
A COMMUNICATOR
Unprepared

Uncommitted

Uninteresting

Uncomfortable
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From this day forward, I solemnly promise
and declare that every time a customer
comes within ten feet of me, I will smile, look
him in the eye and greet him.

SAM WALTON

CONNECTING
REQUIRES ENERGY
• Initiative ….
• Go First!
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If you wait until you can do everything
for everybody, instead of something for
somebody, you’ll end up not doing
anything for anybody.

MALCOLM BANE

CONNECTING
REQUIRES ENERGY
•
•
•
•
•

“10 Foot Rule” - Smile/Greet/Eye Contact
Clarity….Prepare
Patience…..Slow down
Selflessness…..Give
Stamina …. Recharge
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CONNECTION CHECKLIST
• Integrity

• Value

– Did I do my best?

• Expectation
– Did I please my sponsor?

• Relevance
– Did I understand and
relate to the audience?

– Did I add value to the
people?

• Application
– Did I give people a game
plan?

• Change
– Did I make a difference?

The man who goes alone can start the
day. But he who travels with another
must wait until the other is ready.

HENRY DAVID THOREAU
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Leadership takes an almost bottomless
supply of verbal energy: working the phones,
staying focused on your message, repeating
the same mantra until you can’t stand the
sound of your own voice --- and then
repeating it some more because just when
you start to become bored witless with the
message, it’s probably starting to seep in.

LORIN WOLFE, THE BIBLE ON LEADERSHIP

CONNECTING
IS MORE
SKILL THAN
NATURAL
TALENT
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Authentic
Transparent

CONNECTING Consistent
VIA
SOCIAL MEDIA Present

WHAT MAKES
PEOPLE LISTEN?
•
•
•
•
•

Who you know
How you have lived
What you know
What you have done
What you can do
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BARRIERS TO FINDING
COMMON GROUND
• I already know what others know, feel and
want
• I don’t need to know what others know feel or
want
• I don’t care to know what others know feel or
want
• I don’t want others to know what I know, feel
or think

Connectors do the difficult work
of keeping it simple

JOHN MAXWELL
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CRITERIA
FOR GOOD MATERIAL
• Something that will
– Make people laugh
– Inspire people
– Help people in some tangible way

THE ART OF SIMPLICITY
• Talk to people, not above them
• Get to the point
• Connectors get to the point before listeners ask
‘What’s the point?’
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RECOMMENDATION
• She was always high in my
opinion
• While he worked with us, he
was given numerous
citations
• You can’t believe her
credentials
• He would always ask if
there was anything he could
do

MEANING
• She was often seen
smoking a joint
• He was arrested many
times
• She faked most of her
resume
• We were always
wondering too

SAY IT OVER & OVER &
OVER AGAIN
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The first time you say
something, it’s heard.
The second time, it’s recognized.
The third time, it’s learned.

WILLIAM H. RASTETTER
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“Have an understanding
so there wont be a
misunderstanding.”

CHARLES BLAIR

COMMUNICATION
IMPACTS
EMPLOYEE
RETENTION &
RECRUITMENT
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THE HUMAN SIDE:
ACCOUNTABILITY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Set specific and measurable goals with hard deadlines
Measure and understand your collective productivity
Trust your team to meet deadlines their own way
Collaborate on accounts
Have daily and weekly check-ins
Set boundaries to avoid burnout
Have a clearly articulated strategy
Leverage the right technology for accountability
Establish guidelines, work structure and ethics models
Seek flow, not productivity
Focus on alignment
Make sure employees understand the 'why'

ESSENTIAL WORK FROM
HOME TOOLS
•
•
•
•
•
•

A quiet, dedicated place
Structure
Confidence
Accountability & Trust
Face to face interaction
Cloud-based technology for all to access work product

• Essentials: Computer, Keyboard, Mouse, Docking station, Headphones
(noise cancelling headphones), Cables or additional chargers, Software
required to do the work, Comfortable desk chair, Laptop stand,
Dedicated webcam, video capability, Desk lamp, Monitor, high-speed
internet connections
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RULES OF ENGAGEMENT
• Set Frequency and timing of communication
– IM when something is urgent
– Let your employees know the best way and time to reach
you during the workday

• Videoconferencing
– for daily check-in meetings
– Visual cues allow for increased “mutual knowledge” about
coworkers
– Helps reduce the sense of isolation among teams
– Useful for complex or sensitive conversations, as it feels
more personal than written or audio-only communication

•

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT
• Provide opportunities for remote social interaction
– Have informal conversations about non-work
topics
– Leave some time at the beginning of team calls
just for non-work items
– Virtual pizza parties (in which pizza is delivered to
all team members at the time of a videoconference)
– Virtual office parties (in which party “care
packages” can be sent in advance to be opened and
enjoyed simultaneously)
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RULES OF ENGAGEMENT
• Offer encouragement and emotional support
– Acknowledge stress, listen to anxieties and concerns and
empathize with their struggles
– Listen carefully to the response, and briefly restate it back to
the employee, to ensure that you understood correctly. Let
the employee’s stress or concerns (rather than your own) be
the focus of this conversation.
– Employees look to their managers for cues about how to react to
sudden changes or crisis situations
– Provide affirmation of confidence in teams, using phrases
such as
• “we’ve got this,”
• “this is tough, but I know we can handle it,”
• “let’s look for ways to use our strengths during this time.”

INCENTIVES
•
•
•
•
•

iPads
Computers for children
Flexible Schedules
Tickets to sporting events
Prizes for staff with good attendance and/or an
exceptional work ethic
• For employees demonstrating the ability to be
very productive while working from home, extend
this option to employees going forward
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Connectors Create an
Experience Everyone
Enjoys

HOW TO BE INTERESTING
• Take responsibility for your listeners
• There are no bad audiences, no bad speakers
• Cemetery Communication – Lots of people out
there, but nobody is listening!
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“People have remote controls in
their heads today. If you don’t
catch their interest, they just
click you off.”

MYRNA MAROFSKY

Connectors Inspire People
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Management is about persuading
people to do things they do not want to
do, while leadership is about inspiring
people to do things they never thought
they could

STEVE JOBS

WHAT PEOPLE
NEED TO FEEL
• They need to feel your
– Confidence in yourself and them
– Gratitude for them
• Attitude of Gratitude
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“Silent gratitude isn’t
much good to anyone.”

GLADYS STERN

CONNECTORS LIVE WHAT
THEY COMMUNICATE
Credibility is currency for leaders & communicators.
With it, they are solvent; without it,
they
are bankrupt

The first 6
months
After 6
months

Communication overrides encouragement

Credibility overrides communication
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CREDIBILITY CHECK-LIST
 Have I connected
with myself?

 Am I accountable?
 Do I tell
the truth?
 Have I made right
my wrongs?

 Do I deliver
results?
 Am I following the
Golden Rule?
 Am I trustworthy?

 Do I lead like I live?

Communication always makes demands. It
always demands that the recipient become
somebody, do something, believe something.
It always appeals to motivation.

PETER DRUCKER,
the father of modern management
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Contact Us:
www.askmaclegacy.com
info@mac-legacy.com
800.213.4732

Social Media:
Instagram:
LinkedIn:
Facebook:

@marcylle_combs
@askmaclegacy
@MAC Legacy
MAC Legacy
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